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Abstract
In this report we propose a method to generate novel images, coherent with given
textual descriptions, using phrase-based Statistical Machine Translation and Mixed
Integer Linear Programming models. To focus on the semantic meaning understanding
rather than reliable feature extractor, we use a dataset of clip art images instead of real
photos.

We build a two step system where the first one is aimed to translate input descriptions
into an intermediate representation or so-called visual sentences. These specify the
spatial relations between objects discovered in the textual descriptions, and are used as
an input in the second stage which renders an image, satisfying visual sentences. This
is achieved by setting up a Mixed Integer Linear Program.

We compare our model with three baselines- a strong novel approach by Zitnick et al.
(2013) and two straightforward image retrieval methods. We propose an automatic
metric, based on Visual Paraphrasing task, for evaluating generated images, and per-
form a human based analysis to manually confirm the automatic evaluation scores. Our
proposed model proved to significantly outperform two image retrieval methods, and
was competitive with the remaining strong baseline model.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Learning the relation between natural language and the corresponding visual depiction
remains one of the most challenging areas of research in computer vision. Humans,
unlike computers, are able to easily imagine the scene captured by the textual story.
They use common sense, imagination, and creativity to visually perceive objects and
actions represented in the descriptions. For instance, ten humans imagined the simple
given description in Figure 1.1 as shown in the corresponding images. All humans
chose the appropriate children positions, their body positions and facial expressions,
and imagined the ball to create a scene coherent with the given description. However,
due to human imagination, other objects (e.g. sun, plants, animals, playground or
wearable items) were added into the scene to make it more elaborate. Consequently,
humans are capable of imagining diverse range of semantically meaningful scenes.

Computers, unfortunately, are not yet as evolved in this task. There are many prob-
lems such as reliable object recognition, reliable image features extraction, and the
discovery of the text-to-visual relations correspondence, which need to be fully solved
in order to automatically generate images coherent with the given descriptions.

The automated image generation task is challenging, however, further research can
help to better understand human behaviour when imagining scenes, and to relate the
information between text and image domains better, and if successfully solved, it could

Figure 1.1: Scenes imagined by ten different humans for the description Jenny loves to
play soccer but she is worried that Mike will kick the ball too hard.
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2 Chapter 1. Introduction

lead to a number of helpful real life applications. For instance, some applications in-
clude more descriptive and intuitive sentence-based (instead of keyword-based) image
search, automatic 3D game scenes generation, and face visualisations directly through
language (Coyne and Sproat (2001) and Perlin and Goldberg (1996) respectively), au-
tomatic text illustration (Joshi et al., 2006), or explaining the text using the imagined
scene for someone who does not understand the language the text is written in.

1.1 Previous Work Carried Out

Last year, the main focus of the project was to discover the most semantically meaning-
ful image features which could help build models capable of creating fluent, grammat-
ically correct, and relevant to the scene linguistic descriptions. The Abstract Scenes
Dataset (Zitnick and Parikh, 2013) which includes 10,020 clip art images with a set
of image features already prepared was used during the course of the project to avoid
using noisy features extracted with the computer vision techniques.

Multimodal neural language models (Kiros et al., 2014) were selected as the main ap-
proach for building an automatic caption generation system. The experimentation was
completed to select word features and the most semantically meaningful visual fea-
tures, so that the performance of multimodal neural language models is optimised. It
was found that object’s occurrence and object’s distance to the optionally present per-
son’s hand and head features are the only features needed for semantically meaningful
caption generation, whereas addition of any other features makes the models perform
worse.

Two baseline methods for the task of image description generation were introduced.
These included the simple language model and two multimodal neural language mod-
els trained with features extracted with computer vision techniques, namely convolu-
tional networks. Our proposed models which were trained using a subset of carefully
selected Abstract Scenes features were automatically evaluated1 against the baselines.
Finally, human based performance analysis was done manually to confirm the auto-
matic evaluation scores achieved.

Our proposed models proved to be capable of generating fluent and relevant to the
scene descriptions reliably and consistently. They have significantly outperformed
both baseline models in terms of automatic evaluation and human based analysis.

Note that the image description generation project was fully completed last year, there-
fore we have set a new aim for the current year’s project. As described in the previous
sections, the current project goal is to build a system capable of generating images for
the provided descriptions. This is a reversed version of the previous year’s task.

Since the methodology needed for generating images is different from generating im-
age descriptions, we do not intend to give a detailed explanation of the multimodal

1Evaluation metrics used include BLUE and Meteor. These methods were carefully selected to
make sure that the metrics are reliable and correlated with human judgements in the complicated task of
scoring generated image descriptions.
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neural language models and evaluation techniques used in building image description
generation model. The only matter kept from the last project and which the reader
should be familiar with is the Abstract Scenes Dataset. Thus, it is described in detail
in Section 2.1.

1.2 Main Contributions

Throughout the course of this project we were focusing on building coherent with the
given descriptions image generation model and investigating methods for evaluating
image quality. To focus on the core problem of semantic scene understanding, the
Abstract Scenes Dataset (Zitnick and Parikh, 2013) was used. The use of this dataset
allows to avoid problems which arise with the use of noisy automatic object detectors in
real images. It also allows to simplify the task so that instead of drawing the imagined
scene, only the clip arts and their positions in the scene have to be identified.

We propose a two step methodology for generating images. First, given descriptions
are translated into visual sentences using the modified phrase-based Statistical Ma-
chine Translation (SMT) model suggested by Ortiz et al. (2015). Visual sentences
serve as an intermediate language, specifying the spatial relations between objects dis-
covered in the textual descriptions. These are then used as an input to the second step
of the methodology; it first selects clip arts which are required to be positioned in the
image, and finally defines the Mixed Integer Linear Program (MILP), the solution of
which provides optimal variable values for each clip art, which are then used to render
a complete image. High level overview of the methodology is illustrated in Figure 1.2.

Most of our work was done in order to modify and improve the phrase-based Statisti-
cal Machine Translation model, and define a complete Mixed Integer Linear Program
definition.

We introduce three baseline image generation models – a strong novel approach by
Zitnick et al. (2013), and two straightforward image retrieval methods (random and
bag-of-words), to be compared with our proposed model. We propose a method of
automatically evaluating the quality of generated images with the use of Visual Para-
phrasing task and the corresponding dataset provided by Lin and Parikh (2015). Fi-
nally, human based performance analysis was manually done to confirm the automatic
evaluation scores achieved.

Our proposed model significantly outperformed two image retrieval methods and was
competitive with model built by Zitnick et al. (2013).

1.3 Outline

The remainder of this report is structured as follows.

Chapter 2 introduces the selected methods which are going to be used for building
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Input descriptions
Jenny is sitting beside the swing set.

Mike is kicking the soccer ball.
The swing set is beside the apple tree.

↓ Phrase-based SMT

Visual sentences
hb1.21s.png

hb0.2s.png.nearf.same.t.4s.png
p.4s.png.near.same.p.9s.png

Identified clip arts
hb1.21s.png hb0.2s.png

t.4s.png p.4s.png p.9s.png

↓ MILP

Figure 1.2: The high level overview of the two step image generation methodology. In-
put descriptions are first translated into visual sentences using phrase-based Statistical
Machine Translation (SMT) model, proposed by Ortiz et al. (2015) (Section 2.2), and
improved as in Section 3.1. The clip arts needed to be placed in the image are then
identified (Section 3.2.1) and the Mixed Integer Linear Program (MILP) associated with
input visual sentences is solved (Section 3.2.3) to produce the final image. In the ex-
ample above, hb1.21s.png corresponds to the girl clip art, hb0.2s.png - boy, t.4s.png -
ball, p.4s.png - swings, and p.9s.png - apple tree.
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the image generation model. The Abstract Scenes Dataset (Zitnick and Parikh, 2013),
phrase-based Statistical Machine Translation model (Ortiz et al., 2015) for translating
linguistic descriptions into visual sentences, and the short overview of Mixed Integer
Linear Programming are all described in this chapter.

Chapter 3 describes the full image generation model design. The modifications and im-
provements to phrase-based Statistical Machine Translation model (Ortiz et al., 2015)
are first described. The detailed description of the second step of our methodology
(image generation given visual sentences) is then given. This phase includes identify-
ing clip arts which are to be placed in the image, computing prior belief states for clip
arts and finally solving Mixed Integer Linear Program to find the necessary variable
values for clip arts to be added into the image.

Chapter 4 evaluates and compares our proposed model with other baseline methods
using automatic metric and manual human analysis. The application of Visual Para-
phrasing task (Lin and Parikh, 2015) is proposed as a way for automatically evaluating
generated images. This chapter also provides the intuition and evidence for some of
the design decisions in Chapter 3. These include decisions made in both phases of our
image generation model.

Chapter 5 summarises our report, contributions, and findings as well as it gives an
insight into the future work for improving the performance of our image generation
model.





Chapter 2

Background

This chapter presents the methodology used for analysing written descriptions, mod-
elling clip art images, and describing the data used for building the image generation
models.

Section 2.1 introduces the Abstract Scenes Dataset created by Zitnick and Parikh
(2013). The dataset includes a variety of clip art images with associated descriptions,
and this section explains how the Abstract Scenes Dataset can help in building models
which are capable of generating coherent clip art images from given sets of simple
descriptions.

This section goes on to describe a two step methodology for generating clip art images.
The first method of doing so would be executed by training a phrase-based Statistical
Machine Translation model (Ortiz et al., 2015) for translating given sets of linguistic
descriptions into the corresponding visual sentences. The overview of this step is given
in Section 2.2. The second step involves finding what objects should be included in the
scene and in what positions these shall be placed. The latter is achieved when solving
a Mixed Integer Linear Program which is introduced in Section 2.3.

2.1 Dataset

2.1.1 Abstract Scenes Dataset

As Zitnick and Parikh (2013) state, the aim of the Abstract Scenes Dataset is to have a
set of scenes which are semantically similar. The dataset consists of 1,002 stories (1-2
sentence descriptions), each of which has 10 different scenes. Each scene has from 3
to 9 different one-sentence descriptions, capturing one specific concept in the scene.

The Abstract Scenes Dataset was created by, firstly, recruiting workers on Amazon’s
Mechanical Turk platform1 to create an illustration for a children’s story book by cre-

1The Amazon Mechanical Turk (MTurk) is a crowd sourcing Internet platform which allows recruit-
ing individuals to perform small, paid tasks which computers are unable to do.

7



8 Chapter 2. Background

ating a realistic scene using a collection of clip art pieces. Workers created scenes
using a graphical interface displaying a limited number of clip art objects such as toys,
food, animals, and two clip art persons (children). In total, there were 80 pieces of clip
arts designed, 24 of which included a person (7 different poses and 5 different facial
expressions for each child - boy and a girl) and other 56 contained other objects. A
simple background (500×400px) including grass and a blue sky was used. In order to
avoid empty scenes or scenes including more than two children, workers were urged
to use at least 6 clip art pieces. Each of them had to be used only once, and one boy
and one girl at most had to be added to the scene. Additionally, each piece of clip art
could have been flipped horizontally and scaled using three fixed sizes.

As a result, 1,002 initial scenes were created. Hereafter a new set of workers were
asked to describe the scenes using one or two sentences, resulting in total of 1,002
stories. The names Mike and Jenny were provided if workers wished to name boy and
girl clip art pieces in their sentences.

Subsequently, with help from the same graphical interface as before, a new set of
workers were asked to generate a scene. However, this time workers were given one
of 1,002 stories for which the scene of the corresponding meaning had to be created.
Ten scenes were generated from each story which resulted in 10,020 scenes in total.
Finally, another different set of the Mechanical Turk workers were introduced to de-
scribe one of 10,020 scenes. Every scene was described with 2 to 6 short sentences
by two workers resulting in 3 to 9 captions per scene and 60,396 descriptions in total.
Only these 10,020 scenes with associated 60,396 short captions were used through-
out the course of this report. An example of the scene with its associated two sets of
captions (by two independent workers) is shown in Figure 2.1.

2.1.2 Reasons Selecting the Dataset

There are a couple of reasons for choosing to work with the Abstract Scenes Dataset
over other datasets which use realistic photos. As introduced in Chapter 1, identifying
the specific parts of an image (e.g. objects, actions, and relationships) is a challenging
problem, and even with a lot of effort taken to solve this problem with computer vision
techniques, there is still no good solution for it. However, with use of the Abstract
Scenes Dataset it is possible to avoid any image feature extraction, and hence any
noise, since together with each scene the dataset includes image rendering information
which explicitly specifies what objects are present in the image and in which exact
locations. An example scene with its rendering information is shown in Figure 2.1.
Such dataset feature also allows to completely avoid an actual image drawing process.
All what is needed to perform in order to generate an image is finding what objects
should be included in the image, and in what specific locations x and y, depths z, and
facing directions d. The final image can then be easily rendered using such provided
information.

As Zitnick and Parikh (2013) claim and as Heider and Simmel (1944) demonstrate
through their psychological experimental research, photo realism is not necessary for
the study of semantic meaning understanding, and thus any research on the Abstract
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Image rendering information
Clip art Type id Object id Position x Position y Depth z Flip d
s.3s.png 0 3 467 24 2 1
hb0.10s.png 2 10 145 182 0 1
hb1.19s.png 3 19 323 188 0 1
c.9s.png 5 9 161 116 0 1
c.5s.png 5 5 327 95 0 1
t.4s.png 7 4 43 173 0 0

Captions from set 1
Jenny is upset because Mike isn’t sharing the soccer ball.

Mike is wearing sunglasses.
Jenny is wearing a silly hat.

Captions from set 2
Mike is kicking the soccer ball away from Jenny.

Jenny is chasing Mike to get the ball.
Jenny is wearing a silly hat.

Figure 2.1: Sample scene with the associated complete image rendering information
and two sets of captions created by two independent persons. Note that 0≤ xi ≤ 500,
0≤ yi ≤ 400, zi ∈ {0,2}, di ∈ {0,1}, and xi,yi,zi,di ∈ Z for each clip art i.
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Scenes Dataset should be applicable to photo-realistic images. Indeed, one could argue
that the number of available photo-realistic scenes is enormous, and that they should be
easily extracted from the Internet or other sources, and probably even with plausible
associated descriptions which could be used for training. However, it would still be
challenging to find an alternative dataset. The Abstract Scenes Dataset is relatively
large2 dataset with 60,396 fluent, short descriptions and 10,020 scenes. There is no
doubt that larger datasets (Berg et al. (2010), Ordonez et al. (2011)) which include
millions of images and their descriptions, and are directly scraped from the web, would
include noise and unnecessary, unrelated to the image information.

Lastly, real images may contain a diverse range of scenes resulting in a sparse set of
semantic concepts. On the contrary, the Abstract Scenes Dataset only use a finite set
of clip arts and have a dense selection of semantically similar scenes which allows
studying subtle semantic meaning nuances in the finite domain.

The reasons discussed in this section described why the Abstract Scenes Dataset is
useful for the task of image generation and why it has been chosen for the purposes of
this project.

2.2 Phrase-based Statistical Machine Translation (SMT)
Model

In this section, a phrase-based Statistical Machine Translation (SMT) model for auto-
matic image description generation3 (Ortiz et al., 2015) is presented. The main steps
in the process involve creating a parallel corpus by identifying and extracting visual
sentences from the original linguistic descriptions in the Abstract Scenes Dataset, and
then learning a phrase-based SMT model which can translate from a visual sentence
into a linguistic description. More detailed explanations of these two phases are given
in Sections 2.2.1 and 2.2.3. Before explaining how the phrase-based SMT model is
trained, short introduction to the standard phrase-based SMT is given in Section 2.2.2.

It is argued in this section that model originally created for a task that is an opposite
version of what is attempted to accomplish (generate images) can be conveniently
adapted to fit our purposes. Phrase-based SMT model can be equally well trained
to translate linguistic descriptions into the corresponding visual sentences by reversing
the direction of the original (Ortiz et al., 2015) phrase-based SMT model.

2As an example, the Pascal Sentences (Rashtchian et al., 2010) and IAPR TC-12 (Grubinger et al.,
2006) datasets consist of wide variety of images and high quality descriptions. However, they are limited
in size (9,000 and 20,000 images respectively).

3The original model was used for the task of automatic image description generation and not the
opposite task of generating images.
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Linguistic general form Example predicate tuple
subject relation object Jenny is wearing a silly hat

Visual general form Example visual tuple
clip1 f(clip1, clip2) clip2 hb1.19s.png f(hb1.19s.png, c.5s.png) c.5s.png

Figure 2.2: The parallel corpus structure of the linguistic and visual sentences for the
example description Jenny is wearing a silly hat and the corresponding scene in Fig-
ure 2.1. Textual description in the general form is called predicate tuple where both,
subject and object, are called predicate objects, and the structure of the associated
visual relation is called visual tuple.

2.2.1 Parallel Corpus Creation

The purpose of this section is to describe a method (Ortiz et al., 2015) for creating a
parallel corpus for training a phrase-based SMT model which could be used for image
generation.

The methodology presented in the following sections aims to create a parallel corpus
of a strict form which includes general form linguistic (predicate tuple) and visual
(visual tuple) descriptions. The structure and examples of both, linguistic and visual,
general forms are shown in Figure 2.2. Note that for the description to conform to
the parallel corpus general form, the sentence must be in the following form - subject,
relation, object. However, not all of the descriptions in the Abstract Scenes Dataset are
in such structure (description Mike is kicking the soccer ball away from Jenny includes
three predicate objects Mike, soccer ball and Jenny, and two relations is kicking and
away from). Therefore, consistent predicate object pairs with the associated consistent
predicate tuples are first extracted from linguistic descriptions which match the parallel
corpus general form as described in Section 2.2.1.1.

Next, visual tuples of the form (clip1, f(clip1, clip2), clip2) are created as presented
in Section 2.2.1.2. This includes mapping predicate objects (object and subject in the
textual sentence) to their associated clip arts (clip1 and clip2) and encoding the spa-
tial information between them using visual dependency representation f(clip1, clip2).
Finally, the parallel corpus is obtained as described in Section 2.2.1.3.

2.2.1.1 Creating Predicate Tuples

As noted before, not all of the descriptions in the Abstract Scenes Dataset conform to
the parallel corpus general form. However, most of the descriptions can be transformed
into the general form and this section explains how.

First, the descriptions are parsed using a dependency parser4 and the expressions,
which function as predicate objects, are identified. Stanford dependency parser Klein
and Manning (2003) was used in all experiments run for this project.

4Extracted dependencies provide a representation of grammatical relations between words in the
sentence.
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The technique for identifying predicate objects in the parsed descriptions works as fol-
lows. The subject part of the sentence is identified using the tags nsubj and nsubjpass,
whereas the object part is identified using tags dobj and pobj. If either the subject
or the object contains adjectives and/or noun compound modifiers, these are included
into the predicate object by expanding the dependency tree down from the tagged sub-
ject/object. Note that determiners and possessives are not included into the predicate
object as neither of them add valuable information when identifying clip arts5.

As an example, the sentence Mike is kicking the soccer ball away from Jenny is parsed
as

-> kicking-VBG (root)
-> Mike-NN (nsubj)
-> is-VBZ (aux)
-> ball-NN (dobj)
-> the-DT (det)
-> soccer-NN (nn)

-> away-RB (advmod)
-> from-IN (prep)
-> Jenny-NN (pobj)

Following the predicate object identification procedure, 3 objects are obtained: subject
Mike and two objects - the soccer ball and Jenny. Once predicate objects are found,
the sentence which realises the parallel corpus general form is extracted. The whole
original sentence is returned in such case when only one or two predicate objects were
found.6 Otherwise, as happened in the previous example, consistent predicate object
pairs are considered. A consistent pair is the one which can be used to build a natural
language sentence conforming to the parallel corpus general form. Therefore, the only
consistent pair in the previous example is (Mike, the soccer ball) as the resulting text
Mike is kicking the soccer ball between these two predicate objects do indeed realise
the general form sentence.7

By following the procedure described in this section, sentences which conform to the
parallel corpus general form were identified and collected to be used for building the
parallel corpus. Predicate objects are also kept for the future reference as these are
going to be used for the development of the word-clip art mapping function.

2.2.1.2 Creating Visual Tuples

There are two main steps in order to get the corresponding visual sentence in the form
presented in Figure 2.2 for each linguistic general form sentence. First, predicate ob-
jects found in the textual sentence have to be mapped to their representative clip arts.

5Consider the phrases the soccer ball and soccer ball. Both of them refer to the same clip art
regardless of the determiner the.

6There are sentences which only include a single object (Sun is shining.). The ones with two objects
are always assumed to be in the general form.

7the soccer ball away from Jenny does not form a natural sentence, thus the object pair (the soccer
ball, Jenny) is not considered as a consistent predicate object pair.
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her
jenny
no one

pink dress
she

cat
cats

kitten
orange cat

sad cat

beanie cap
colorful hat
spinny hat
funny hat

rainbow cap

apple
apple tree

big apple tree
fruit

many apples

apple pie
baked pie
berry pie

cake
delicious pie

ball
soccer

soccer ball
soccer game

toe

Figure 2.3: Example predicate objects with the corresponding clip arts which have the
highest mutual information.

The automatic approach used by Ortiz et al. (2015) is based on computing the mutual
information between predicate objects and clip arts.8 The mutual information between
predicate objects Y and clip arts X is defined as follows:

MI(X ,Y ) = ∑
x∈X

∑
y∈Y

p(x,y) log
p(x,y)

p(x)p(y)

Thus, the clip art which is used to represent the given predicate object is the one with
which object’s mutual information value is the highest. Figure 2.3 shows example
predicate objects with the corresponding clip arts which have the highest mutual infor-
mation.

Once predicate objects are mapped to the corresponding clip arts, the visual relation
between subject and object in the linguistic sentence has to be encoded. The Visual
Dependency Representation model outlined in Elliott and Keller (2013) is adopted
to encode relations according to three geometric properties: pixel overlap, the angle
between clip arts, and the distance between them. All the relations used are sum-
marised in Table 2.1. The last three relations encode the relative object position in z
space (depth), whereas all other encoding rules encode the spatial object relation in
x-y space. Some sentences in the Abstract Scenes Dataset only include one predicate
object. In such cases objects are encoded using singleton visual tuple which consists
of the corresponding clip art only. For example, for the sentence Sun is shining the
associated visual tuple would be s.3s.png.

Using the methodology described above, a visual sentence for each predicate tuple can
be generated. Table 2.2 demonstrates the parallel corpus corresponding to Figure 2.1.

8Mutual information quantifies the amount of information gained about one random variable given
the other observed random variable.
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Relation Encoding rule
X on Y More than 50% of X overlaps with Y
X surrounds Y X overlaps entirely with Y
X above Y The angle between X and Y is between 225◦and 315◦

X below Y The angle between X and Y is between 45◦and 135◦

X opposite Y The angle between X and Y is between 315◦and 45◦or
135◦and 225◦. Euclidean distance between the ob-
jects is greater than w×0.72

X near Y Similar to opposite but Euclidean distance between X
and Y is greater than w×0.36

X close Y Similar to opposite but Euclidean distance between X
and Y is lower or equal than w×0.36

X infront Y X is in front of Y in the z-plane
X behind Y X is behind Y in the z-plane
X same Y X and Y are at the same depth

Table 2.1: Visual Dependency Representation rules (Ortiz et al., 2015) for encoding the
x-y (first seven) and z (last three) spatial relations between a pair of clip art objects. In
cases where X is facing Y relations opposite, near and close are subscripted with letter
f . All relations are considered with respect to the centroid of an object and the angle
between these centroids (0◦lies to the right and a turn around the circle is counter-
clockwise). All regions are mutually exclusive. Parameter w refers to the width of the
scene.

2.2.1.3 Creating the Parallel Corpus

The process of creating a parallel corpus is a straightforward application of the meth-
ods mentioned before. Specifically, for each description in the Abstract Scenes Dataset,
the first step is to extract its predicate object pairs and test if their associated predicate
tuples (or some of them) realise the parallel corpus linguistic general form. In suc-
cession, the word-clip art mapping function is looked up to get the clip arts associated
with the predicate objects. Then, it is checked if these clip art objects are present in the
scene corresponding to the original description in the dataset.9 If both predicate objects
(subject and object) are found, a visual sentence is generated using visual dependency
representation model which encodes their spatial relation. As a result, linguistic and
visual sentences conforming to the parallel corpus general form are obtained.

Figure 2.4 illustrates and summarises the parallel corpus generation process. In total,
46,652 parallel sentence pairs were generated. This accounts for about 77% of all the
sentences in the dataset.10

9The mapping function always outputs a clip-art object for a given text object, however there is no
guarantee the returned clip art object will be present in the image as mappings are not always correct.

10Note that not for all of the descriptions in the Abstract Scenes Dataset the visual tuple was found
due to the incorrect clip art mapping or failing to resolve parallel corpus general form.
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Predicate tuple Visual tuple
Mike isn’t sharing the soccer ball hb0.10s.png closef same t.4s.png

Mike is wearing sunglasses hb0.10s.png surrounds same c.9s.png
Jenny is wearing a silly hat hb1.19s.png below same c.5s.png

Mike is kicking the soccer ball hb0.10s.png closef same t.4s.png
Jenny is chasing Mike hb1.19s.png closef same hb0.10s.png

Jenny is wearing a silly hat hb1.19s.png below same c.5s.png

Table 2.2: Parallel corpus corresponding to Figure‘2.1.

2.2.2 Phrase-based SMT

In this section a short introduction to the main concepts of the standard phrase-based
Statistical Machine Translation is given. Ideas in this section were taken from Koehn
(2010) and we encourage the reader to consult this source for having a better under-
standing.

The goal of the Statistical Machine Translation is to find the most likely translation e
for the input sentence f. More precisely:

ebest = argmax
e

p(e|f)

which can be further decomposed into the translation p(f|e) and language p(e) models
using Bayes rule:

ebest = argmax
e

p(e|f) = argmax
e

p(f|e)p(e)

Translation model measures how likely is f as a source sentence for the translation
e, and language model captures how likely is the translation e as a target language
sentence. Most of the machine translation systems define language model as an n-
gram language model which makes an assumption that the probability of the current
word i in the sentence is only dependent on the previous k−1 words. Mathematically
it can be specified as:

p(e) = p(e1,e2, . . . ,en) =
n

∏
i=1

p(ei|ei−(k−1),ei−(k−2), . . . ,ei−1)

where n is the number of words in e. Translation model, on the other hand, is more
complicated and many techniques for defining it have been proposed. Phrase-based
models are currently the most successful approach. They are based on splitting the
input sentence into the sequence of phrases (chunks of words), mapping each phrase
with exactly one output phrase and finally reordering the output phrases to produce the
most natural and correct sentence possible. Formally,
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Predicate object extraction

(mike, ball, jenny)

Consistent predicate object pairs

(mike, ball)

mike is throwing the ball to jenny

mike >    hb0_15s.png
ball >    t_4s.png

Clip art mapping

Clip art search

hb0_9s.png 2    9     84   267   1   0
t_4s.png 7    4   154   147   1   0

Clip art encoding

hb0_9s.png below same t_4s.png mike is throwing the ball

Sentence extraction

Figure 2.4: Overview of the parallel corpus generation process. Finding consistent
predicate object pairs step is optional as descriptions with 2 or less predicate objects
are considered as always consistent. Reprinted from (Ortiz, 2014).

p(f|e) =
I

∏
i=1

φ( fi|ei)d(starti− endi−1−1)

where I is the number of phrases in the sentence. Each input phrase fi is translated into
an output phrase ei using the phrase translation model φ. Phrases may be reordered
using distance-based reordering model d which is usually implemented to penalise
movement of phrases over larger distances.

Both language and phrase translation models are learned from the parallel corpus by
gathering statistics about n-word target language sequences and translations of phrases.
After collecting the statistics the model is ready to be used for translating input sen-
tences into the output. In Machine Translation, this task is called decoding which aims
to find the best scoring translation e. It has been shown that finding the exact solution
in this task is NP-complete, therefore multiple heuristics are introduced to efficiently
carry out the search. As a result, there is no guarantee that the best possible translation
will be found.
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2.2.3 Phrase-based SMT Model Training

The task for translating textual descriptions into visual sentences is modelled as a
phrase-based SMT where f corresponds to the input descriptions and e is the required
output – visual sentences. The statistics required for the phrase-based SMT model are
gathered from the parallel corpus created as in Section 2.2.1.3. This is done with the
use of MOSES (Koehn et al., 2007). MOSES is an implementation of state of the art
SMT algorithms. The software is used as a configurable black box which processes
parallel data to learn a machine translation model. The configuration file allows set-
ting how the training data is prepared (tokenisation, cleaning), what are the source
and target languages, their language and translation models, and what their tuning and
evaluation methodology is. Such simple model is enough to serve our purposes.

The SMT model is trained by using 70% (7014 scenes) of the Abstract Scenes Dataset.
9% (901 scenes) of the data is used for tuning the phrase-based SMT model parameters,
1% (101 scene) is used for testing the phrase-based SMT model and the remaining 20%
of the data is used for testing the final image generation model (2004 scenes). The
resulting model is now capable of translating a novel linguistic descriptions into visual
relations. MOSES software is also used for the decoding task. For instance, given
a textual sentence Mike is wearing sunglasses the model outputs a visual sentence
hb0.10s.png surrounds same c.9s.png which can be used for image generation in the
later stage.

This section outlined the basic phrase-based SMT model for translating given linguistic
descriptions into the corresponding visual sentences. We modify and improve this
model as described in Section 3.1. Visual sentences acquired by phrase-based SMT
model can then be used to resolve variable values for all clip arts found in the visual
sentences, which effectively specifies all information needed to render a scene. This is
done with help of Mixed Integer Linear Programming.

2.3 Mixed Integer Linear Programming (MILP)

Linear programming (LP) is a method for achieving the best outcome in a mathemat-
ical model which uses only linear relationships to express its requirements. Formally,
linear programming aims to optimise a linear objective function subject to linear con-
straints which take either equality or inequality form. The solution to such problem is
a set of optimised variable values which optimise linear objective. Mixed integer linear
program (MILP) is a linear program in which some of the variables are constrained to
be integers.

MILP can be expressed in canonical form as
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maximize cTx
subject to Ax≤ b

x≥ 0
xi ∈ Z for i ∈ I

where c,b are vectors and A is a matrix, having integer values. x represents the vector
of variables to be determined where I is a set of integer variables indexes. The objective
function here is defined as cTx, constraints as Ax≤ b and bounds as x≥ 0.

During the course of the project, PuLP11 Python linear programming API was used
which is an abstraction of the GLPK package12. The full definition of the MILP used
to solve a problem of optimising the positions of objects in the scene is presented in
Section 3.2.3.

11PuLP API can be found here: https://github.com/coin-or/pulp
12GLPK project site: http://www.gnu.org/software/glpk/glpk.html



Chapter 3

Abstract Scene Generation Model

In this section, the full model for generating clip art images is presented. Our model
consists of two main steps. First, the set of given linguistic descriptions is translated
into visual sentences. For this, the method proposed by Ortiz et al. (2015) is used.
This involves creating parallel corpus and training a phrase-based Statistical Machine
Translation (SMT) model as described in Chapter 2. Since the model (Ortiz et al.,
2015) was originally created for the opposite task1, multiple parts in the parallel corpus
creation procedure can be improved to suit our needs better. These improvements are
outlined in Section 3.1.

Once the phrase-based SMT model is trained to translate descriptions into visual sen-
tences, the second step of our model is applied. At this stage objects which have to
be placed into the resulting image are extracted from the visual sentences and their
positions as well as depth and direction variables are optimised with respect to visual
tuples provided. The full description and design principles of this methodology part
are given in Section 3.2.

3.1 Step 1: From Descriptions to Visual Sentences

In this section, improvements to the phrase-based SMT model (Ortiz et al., 2015) are
described. Recall that the original model was built for translating visual sentences into
the linguistic descriptions. However, the process of getting the model which could
translate from descriptions into visual sentences is straightforward. Instead of using
visual sentences as a source for phrase-based SMT model training, we use them as
a target now, which ultimately leads to the required model. Fortunately, the parallel
corpus is not needed to be changed, however, we make multiple improvement to it.

Recall the parallel corpus generation process as illustrated in Figure 2.4. We re-design
some of these steps to accomplish a better phrase-based SMT model which would
lead to a better generated images in the later stage. First, parallel corpus general form

1The task of generating descriptions for the given visual sentences (extracted from given clip art
images).
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is changed to better fit our desired model as described in Section 3.1.1. We change
the way linguistic descriptions are extracted from the original sentences and slightly
modify the structure of the visual sentences.

Next set of improvements corresponds to the methodology of extracting predicate ob-
jects from the original linguistic sentences and finding the predicate object pairs which
are consistent. These improvements are directly influencing visual sentences which are
going to be created for the corresponding linguistic description. The detailed overview
of the mentioned stage improvements is presented in Section 3.1.2. We leave clip art
mapping and search stages unchanged from the design by Ortiz (2014).

3.1.1 Parallel Corpus General Form

Recall the parallel corpus general form as in Figure 2.2. There used to be a strict
structure for both visual and textual parts of the parallel corpus. We make multiple
changes in this structure to increase the performance of both phrase-based SMT and
image generation models.

Visual general form, as shown in the upper table of Figure 3.1, has not been changed
drastically. The main difference is the concatenation of subject, relations and object
terms. Note that the aim of the visual tuples is to provide the spatial relations between
two clip arts in x-y-plane and z-plane. Therefore, it is preferred that the phrase-based
SMT model outputs full and consistent visual tuples which provide the required infor-
mation. Random combination of objects and relations in any order would not be able
to serve such need.

Contrarily, linguistic general form was modified significantly. In fact, its strict form
was completely removed. We recognised that truncating the given sentence to its strict
form2 removes crucial information which could be used in generating better clip art
images. Note that consistent predicate object pairs extraction procedure has not been
changed up to this point. The example linguistic description (original sentence) is
shown in the bottom table of Figure 3.1.

Arguably, the original textual sentence includes information which is not valuable.
Possessives and determiners, for example, do not provide additional knowledge about
the objects and relations in the sentence. This fact was also recognised by Zitnick et al.
(2013), and hence, tuples of a strict form (subject, relation, object) were extracted
from the linguistic descriptions. Only the subject, object and the main relation in the
canonical (lemma) form3 between them are considered. Therefore, adjectives which
could help distinguish between clip arts are removed. An example extracted tuple is
presented in the bottom table of Figure 3.1.

Due to the limitations in the tuples created by Zitnick et al. (2013), we used a Stanford
dependency parser (Klein and Manning, 2003) to extract basic dependencies between

2Strict general form (subject, relation, object) as proposed by Ortiz et al. (2015).
3Canonical form (lemma) is a headword of a set of all forms of the word which have the same

meaning. Words run, runs, ran, running have the same meaning with run as a lemma.
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the words in the linguistic sentence. Figure 3.1 shows basic dependencies, dependen-
cies in the canonical (lemma) form, and main dependencies for the example sentence.
Main dependencies represent the set of dependencies which provide any valuable in-
formation4.

Note that since linguistic general form is no longer strict it may include multiple con-
sistent predicate object pairs. As a result, multiple visual tuples would be created for
the single linguistic description and, unlike previously, would be kept together in the
same visual sentence. Therefore, from this point visual sentence is no longer an equiv-
alent for visual tuple, but is rather a set of visual tuples.

We build a phrase-based SMT model using a modified parallel corpus and each pro-
posed linguistic description structure. We used the same training, testing and tuning
sets as Ortiz (2014). Finally, all built models were evaluated and compared. Evalua-
tion was applied by calculating the precision5, recall6, and F1 score7 metrics between
translated visual sentences and the corresponding gold standard sentences. Because
getting the whole visual tuple correct is hard, we also assessed how well the models
translate objects and relations itself. Three F1 scores were calculated by only consider-
ing a specific part of a single visual tuple i.e. relations, object pairs, and objects itself.
Consider the example sentence in Figure 3.1. To test the model’s output for the input
sentence Jenny is wearing a silly hat with respect to the gold standard visual sentence
hb1.19.png.below.same.c.5s.png we would perform four tests. First, we would check
if the whole visual tuple produced is correct. Secondly, there would be checked if the
relation is the same as below.same. The next test would check if clip art objects pair
is indeed (hb1.19.png,c.5s.png) while the final test would check if any of the clip arts
produced is correct. The evaluation results are summarised in Table 3.1. The scores
suggest that using main dependencies (lemmas) as a linguistic general form signif-
icantly outperforms all other alternative linguistic description structures. Therefore,
main dependencies in the canonical (lemmas) form are continued to be used through-
out the remainder of this report.

3.1.2 (Consistent) Predicate Object Extraction

Consider the example sentence Mike is kicking the soccer ball away from Jenny with
the parsed dependencies as outlined in Section 2.2.1.1. Under the current model, the
fact that the ball is kicked away from Jenny would be left out as predicate object Jenny
does not constitute to any consistent predicate object pair. However, this information

4All of the following dependencies are removed as they do not provide any semantically valuable
information: acomp, aux, auxpass, cc, cop, det, discourse, expl, punct, mark, mwe, ret, root, npadvmod,
num, number, parataxis, pcomp, possessive, preconj, quantmod.

5Precision is calculated as a fraction of retrieved visual tuples (visual sentences) which are relevant
(also found in the gold standard).

6Recall is calculated as a fraction of the relevant visual tuples which are successfully retrieved (trans-
lated).

7F1 score considers both precision and recall as equally important factors to the evaluation and is
calculated as F1 = 2× precision×recall

precision+recall . Note that 0≤ F1 ≤ 1.
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Visual general form Example visual tuple
clip1.f(clip1, clip2).clip2 hb1.19s.png.below.same.c.5s.png

Linguistic general form Example predicate tuple
Original description Jenny is wearing a silly hat

Tuple Jenny wear hat

Dependencies
nsubj.wearing.Jenny aux.wearing.is det.hat.a

amod.hat.silly dobj.wearing.hat

Dependencies (lemmas)
nsubj.wear.Jenny aux.wear.be det.hat.a

amod.hat.silly dobj.wear.hat

Main dependencies (lemmas)
nsubj.wear.Jenny

amod.hat.silly dobj.wear.hat

Figure 3.1: The modified parallel corpus structure of the visual and linguistic sentences
for the example description Jenny is wearing a silly hat. Five alternatives for the lin-
guistic general form are proposed. These include original sentence, tuple (Zitnick et al.,
2013), and dependencies extracted from the original sentence.

is crucial, and it would be useful to include the visual relation between soccer ball and
Jenny into the visual sentence representing the given linguistic description.

Next, consider another sentence Jenny is throwing the football to Mike which consist
of the following dependencies:

-> throwing-VBG (root)
-> Jenny-NN (nsubj)
-> is-VBZ (aux)
-> football-NN (dobj)
-> the-DT (det)

-> Mike-NN (vmod)
-> to-TO (aux)

In this case, because Mike is not considered as a predicate object (since vmod depen-
dencies are not considered as ones holding information about predicate objects) the
information about Mike’s visual relation to either Jenny or football is not examined.

To overcome these issues the predicate object extraction procedure is modified in the
following way:

• In addition to the existing tags used for subject and object identification8 tags
vmod and nn are included.

• Because new tags are added into the consideration, in addition to determiners
and possessives which are excluded from the predicate objects, auxiliaries are
removed as well. The auxiliary to does not add any additional information about
the object Mike in the predicate object to Mike, hence it is removed.

The search of consistent predicate object pairs is also updated and is performed de-
pending on the number of predicate objects found in the sentence:

8These include nsubj, nsubjpass, dobj and pobj.
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F1 score

Linguistic general form Full Relations
Object Single
pairs objects

Original sentence 0.043 0.219 0.058 0.254
Tuple (Zitnick et al., 2013) 0.042 0.259 0.084 0.385

Dependencies 0.067 0.322 0.111 0.329
Dependencies (lemmas) 0.071 0.323 0.112 0.340

Main dependencies (lemmas) 0.086 0.358 0.184 0.422

Table 3.1: Evaluation scores for phrase-based SMT models trained using different lin-
guistic general form in the parallel corpus. Model outputs were evaluated with respect
to the gold standard visual sentences. F1 scores were calculated considering the origi-
nal outputs (Full), relations only (Relations), subject and object pairs (Object pairs), and
single objects. Note that model built using main dependencies in the canonical (lem-
mas) form as a linguistic general form significantly outperforms all the other models in
all four test.

One predicate object that object is always considered as consistent.

Two predicate objects their pair is always considered as consistent.

More than two predicate objects all neighbouring predicate objects reside a consis-
tent predicate object pair. Full set of consistent predicate object pairs
for the examples above are (Mike, soccer ball) and (soccer ball, Jenny)
for the first one, and (Jenny, football) and (football, Mike) for the sec-
ond one.

We call this model an updated version of the best phrase-based SMT model, found in
the previous section. Two more models are considered with an additional modification
to the current model. The modifications for each additional model are described below:

Updated + combinations in this model, all combinations of predicate objects are con-
sidered as consistent pairs instead of only considering neighbouring
predicate objects.

Updated + singleton we notice that some sentences have multiple predicate objects
from which only a single one corresponds to the existing clip art.
Consider an example There is a plane in the sky. Both plane and sky
are predicate objects, and form a consistent pair. However sky does
not have a corresponding clip art in the dataset, thus it is likely that
no visual tuple will be created for such sentence and the knowledge
about plane will be lost. This model ensures that each predicate ob-
ject found in the sentence is included in a singleton visual tuple if it
was not a part of any consistent predicate object pair.

Visual sentences extracted for the example descriptions using the final model from
Section 3.1.1 and three models described in this section are presented in Figure 3.2.
Models introduced in this section were trained in the same way as the previous models
and the results are summarised in Table 3.2. As can be seen from the results, none
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F1 score

Linguistic general form Full Relations
Object Single
pairs objects

Main dependencies (lemmas) 0.086 0.358 0.184 0.422
Updated 0.083 0.344 0.184 0.392

Updated + combinations 0.076 0.328 0.159 0.368
Updated + singleton 0.120 0.287 0.180 0.342

Table 3.2: Evaluation scores for phrase-based SMT models trained using the final
model from Section 3.1.1 and three model described in Section 3.1.2. Note that it
is not clear which model is the best.

of the models is a clear winner. Since producing a good translation model is not the
main objective of our task, we build a complete image generation model with each of
these phrase-based SMT models and only then decide which one helps the next stage
to produce the best images. This part of the evaluation is presented in Chapter 4.

3.2 Step 2: From Visual Sentences to Clip Art Images

Once the phrase-based SMT model for translating linguistic descriptions into visual
sentences is designed and trained, the second step in the pipeline is to generate clip art
images.

Given a set of visual sentences, objects which are going to be placed into the clip art
image are determined first. The outline of this procedure is given in Section 3.2.1.

Next, we define the Mixed Integer Linear Program (MILP) to optimise the position,
depth, and facing direction variables for the objects identified before. The optimisation
is performed with respect to the visual tuples which are provided as well as prior belief
positions for each clip art and relative positions for each clip art pair. The last two
are calculated from the training set’s clip art images and are described in detail in
Section 3.2.2. Finally, the MILP definition is given in Section 3.2.3.

3.2.1 Selecting Objects

Given the set of visual sentences, the first task is to find the set of objects which should
be represented in the corresponding clip art image. Since visual sentences already
include the exact clip arts needed, all unique objects and their clip arts can be easily
extracted.

Note that there might be multiple different clip arts in the given set of visual sentences
corresponding to the same boy or girl but in different pose or with a different facial
expression. However, only one boy or girl is allowed to appear in the image, thus the
decision has to be made which particular clip art representing boy or girl should be
selected.
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Mike is kicking the soccer ball away from Jenny
Model Visual sentence

Main dependencies (lemmas) hb0.10s.png.closef.same.t.4s.png

Updated
hb0.10s.png.closef.same.t.4s.png
t.4s.png.nearf.same.hb1.19s.png

Updated + combinations
hb0.10s.png.closef.same.t.4s.png

hb0.10s.png.close.same.hb1.19s.png
t.4s.png.nearf.same.hb1.19s.png

Updated + singleton
hb0.10s.png.closef.same.t.4s.png
t.4s.png.nearf.same.hb1.19s.png

Jenny is throwing the football to Mike
Model Visual sentence

Main dependencies (lemmas) hb1.24s.png.close.behind.t.6s.png

Updated
hb1.24s.png.close.behind.t.6s.png
t.6s.png.near.infront.hb0.3s.png

Updated + combinations
hb1.24s.png.close.behind.t.6s.png

hb1.24s.png.nearf.same.hb0.3s.png
t.6s.png.near.infront.hb0.3s.png

Updated + singleton
hb1.24s.png.close.behind.t.6s.png
t.6s.png.near.infront.hb0.3s.png

There is a plane in the sky
Model Visual sentence

Main dependencies (lemmas)
Updated

Updated + combinations
Updated + singleton s.7s.png

Figure 3.2: Visual sentences extracted for the example descriptions using the final
model from Section 3.1.1 (Main dependencies (lemmas)) and three models described
in Section 3.1.2. Note the difference between all these models. Updated model in-
cludes visual tuples for more predicate object pairs. Updated + combinations addi-
tionally includes all combinations of predicate objects whereas Updated + singleton
includes singleton visual tuples for predicate objects that did not compose a consistent
pair with any other predicate object.
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We use Algorithm 1 to select the clip arts for both children. Note that children clip art
is a combination of two properties: pose (7 different variants) and facial expression (5
different variants). In short, the most frequently appearing pose and facial expression
are selected by combining the counts of the most similar poses and facial expressions.

For any other (neither girl nor boy) found object if it appeared more than once we
assume it is the same object. As a result, the set of N unique objects is identified. This
set is then passed to the final stage which computes the optimal position, depth, and
orientation in the image for each of these objects.

3.2.2 Computing Prior Belief States

Some work needs to be done prior to defining the MILP. The main goal of the MILP is
to find the given N objects placement in the image such that all constraints in the visual
sentences are satisfied. However, just satisfying these constraints is not enough. One of
the obvious problems is the fact that relations in visual tuples do not specify absolute
clip art positions. Section 4.3.2 explains and Figure 4.3 illustrates other problems
arising when only considering constraints defined by provided visual sentences in more
detail. Consequently, additionally to satisfying the main9 constraints, we propose to
minimize the distance between the clip art i to be placed in the image and its average x,
y positions in the training data for each possible depth zi ∈ {−1,0,1}10 so that clip arts
are prioritised to be placed in their natural positions (for example, sun should appear
up in the sky, trees should not be hanging in the air but standing on the ground).

Therefore, we compute prior belief positions for each clip art i by simply calculating
its average x and y positions in the training set for each zi ∈ {−1,0,1} and defining the
corresponding parameters X z

i , Y z
i . Figure 3.3 illustrates average positions for multiple

clip arts in depth z = 0. The boundaries of the area 1, 2 and 3 standard deviations
around the average position is also shown in the figure. These are drawn with respect
to the central point of the clip art. Note that the area up to the 3rd standard deviation
already covers 99.6% of the clip art occurrences in the training set. As can be seen
from the figure, sun clip art appears on the very top of the image and apple tree is
always based on the ground. These findings show that prior belief clip art positions are
an important factor when deciding where the objects should be placed in the image.

Consider now a situation where two clip arts constantly appear at the similar relative
position in the image. The example situation could be a girl and a hat on her head or
boy and a hamburger in his hand. Note that visual tuples are not capable of capturing
such information since the area defined by the relations in Table 2.1 is usually too
wide. Therefore, it is naive to expect the MILP to place hat on the girl’s head even if
the relation above.same between these two objects is present.

To overcome this issue, the prior belief relative positions are defined by finding clip
art pairs that often appear at the similar relative locations in the training set’s images

9Main constraints are going to be called the constraints defined by visual sentences.
10Note that originally zi ∈ {0,1,2}, however to simplify the linear equations in the later stages each

zi is shifted by −1 and thus, zi ∈ {−1,0,1}. zi values are normalized once MILP is solved.
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Algorithm 1 Children clip art selection from the set of visual sentences V algorithm

1: procedure CHILDREN–CLIP–ART–SELECTION(V )
2: CLIP–ARTS = {}
3: for each child i do
4: SIT(i) = the number of sitting i clip arts in V
5: KNEEL(i) = the number of kneeling i clip arts in V
6: KICK(i) = the number of kicking i clip arts in V
7: RUN(i) = the number of running i clip arts in V
8: WAVE(i) = the number of waving i clip arts in V
9: HANDS–IF(i) = the number of i clip arts with hands in front in V

10: HANDS–A(i) = the number of i clip arts with hands above in V
11: STILL(i) = WAVE(i) + HANDS–IF(i) + HANDS–A(i)
12: STAND(i) = KICK(i) + RUN(i) + STILL(i)
13: if STAND(i) + SIT(i) + KNEEL(i) == 0 then
14: CLIP–ARTS(i) = NONE
15: continue
16: end if
17: if STAND(i) ≤ SIT(i) + KNEEL(i) then
18: POSE(i) = argmax

{
SIT(i), KNEEL(i)

}
19: else
20: POSE(i) = argmax

{
RUN(i), KICK(i), STILL(i)

}
21: if POSE(i) == STILL then
22: POSE(i) = argmax

{
WAVE(i), HANDS–IF(i), HANDS–A(i)

}
23: end if
24: end if
25: ANGRY(i) = the number of angry i clip arts in V
26: UNHAPPY(i) = the number of unhappy i clip arts in V
27: SURPRISED(i) = the number of surprised i clip arts in V
28: LAUGHING(i) = the number of laughing i clip arts in V
29: SMILING(i) = the number of smiling i clip arts in V
30: FACE(i) = argmax

{
ANGRY(i), UNHAPPY(i), SURPRISED(i),

LAUGHING(i), SMILING(i)
}

31: CLIP–ARTS(i) =
{

POSE(i), FACE(i)
}

32: end for
33: return CLIP–ARTS
34: end procedure
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Figure 3.3: Prior belief positions for the example clip arts in depth z= 1. The boundaries
of the area 1, 2, and 3 standard deviations around the average position illustrates where
the clip art appears 99.6% of the time. Boundaries are drawn considering the centre
point of the clip art.

and finding the average distance between them11 in both x and y positions. Distance
can be either positive or negative so that it is easy to determine which of the clip arts
should be above another and which should be to the left of the other. Only the object
pairs which are within 80 pixels from each other are included into the calculations. In
this way, cases where two objects are unrelated are avoided12. Again, the same clip
art appearing at the different scales z is considered separately. Hence, there are 32 = 9
different possible prior belief relative positions for each two clip arts i and j and each
coordinate x and y. Luckily, we can reduce this number to only 5 different parameters
per coordinate:

RX
−1,−1 and RY

−1,−1 when both, clip art i and clip art j are in the same depth the
distance between their x and y coordinates contribute to these
parameters. Distance is scaled as for the objects in depth −1 so
that it does not matter in what depth both clip arts are.

RX
−1,0 and RY

−1,0 similar to the previous parameters. These are influenced by the
clip art pairs i, j for which clip art i is in depth −1 and j is in
depth 0 or i is in depth 0 and j is in depth 1.

RX
0,−1 and RY

0,−1 similar to the previous. These are influenced by the clip art pairs
i, j for which clip art i is in depth 0 and j is in depth −1 or i is in
depth 1 and j is in depth 0.

RX
−1,1 and RY

−1,1 these are only influenced by the clip art pairs i, j for which clip
art i is in depth −1 and j is in depth 1.

11Distance between two clip arts is calculated with respect to the clip art centre positions.
12For example, it would not make sense to include the relative position between the hat and the boy

into average relative position calculation when the hat is on the girl’s head.
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Figure 3.4: Prior belief relative positions for the example clip art pairs as learned from
the training dataset by simply calculating the average distance between clip arts.

RX
1,−1 and RY

1,−1 these are only influenced by the clip art pairs i, j for which clip
art i is in depth 1 and j is in depth −1.

To avoid unreliable parameters, prior belief relative position parameters, for which
standard deviation is more than 4 pixels in either x or y direction, are disregarded. The
prior belief relative positions for the example clip art pairs are shown in Figure 3.4.
The examples clearly indicate the capability of the training dataset to reliably predict
the co-position of two clip arts.

3.2.3 Mixed Integer Linear Program Definition

Given the set of N clip arts which need to appear in the image, the set of visual sen-
tences V which need to be satisfied, and prior belief states learned from the training
data the Mixed Integer Linear Program (MILP) is defined and solved. This section pro-
vides the definition of the program used to find the optimal positions xi and yi, depth
zi, and direction di variables for each given clip art i ∈ N. The obtained information
can then effectively be used to render clip art image.

We define the full set of variables as Θ = {Θi for i ∈ N} where Θi = {xi, yi, zi, di}.
The overall form of the MILP with the objective of satisfying all constraints in the
given visual sentences and placing clip arts in their prior belief (relative) positions is
then defined follows:
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minimize
Θ

∑
i∈N

f (Θi)+ ∑
(i,rx,y,rz, j)∈K

αgrx,y(Θi,Θ j)+αgrz(Θi,Θ j)+βhrz(Θi,Θ j)

subject to 0≤ xi ≤ 500, 0≤ yi ≤ 400, −1≤ zi ≤ 1, 0≤ di ≤ 1, zi,di ∈ Z, i ∈ N

where N is a set of clip arts given, K is a set of all visual tuples (i,rx,y,rz, j) ∈ K in
all visual sentences provided. Note that i and j identify both clip arts in the visual
tuple while rx,y and rz identify both relations (in x-y and z planes). Functions f (Θi),
gr(Θi,Θ j), and hrz(Θi,Θ j) correspond to the prior belief position, main, and prior
belief relative position constraints. Note that function gr is different for each relation r,
since each relation defines a different set of constraints. As presented in Section 3.2.2,
prior belief relative positions vary depending on the depth relation between clip arts
i and j. Therefore, function hrz is defined separately for each z-plane relation. The
bounds for each variable are additionally set. Both xi and yi are forced to lie between
the image boundaries, whereas zi and di are forced to take on one of the three depth
values and one of the two facing values respectively. Both zi and di are defined as
integer variables. We do not model xi and yi as integer variables for computational
efficiency reasons. These are rounded to the integer values once at optimum. Both
α and β are used to define the importance of main and prior belief relative position
constraints.

We now define the functions introduced. As stated, f (Θi) corresponds to the prior
belief position constraints. Constraints defined by this function are used to minimize
the distance between each clip art i positions xi and yi, and its most likely to appear
positions X z

i and Y z
i when the clip art is at depth zi. To minimise the distance, the

absolute values of the distances between current positions and the most likely positions
|xi−X z

i | and |yi−Y z
i | are considered. The complete function f (Θi) is defined as

f (Θi) = 0.002×|xi +0.5(X−1
i −X1

i )zi−0.5(X−1
i +X1

i −2X0
i )|zi|−X0

i |+
0.0025×|yi +0.5(Y−1

i −Y 1
i )zi−0.5(Y−1

i +Y 1
i −2Y 0

i )|zi|−Y 0
i |

where two constants 0.002 and 0.0025 normalise the errors along both directions xi
and yi, so that both have error of maximum 113 and are equally important.

Next, gr(Θi,Θ j) functions for each relation r that can appear in visual tuples are de-
fined. The constraints are created with the reference to the rules used to represent visual
relations between clip arts. These were outlined in Table 2.1. Constraints equivalent
to the rules in this table are first presented:

• If r = infront (object i is in front of object j in z-plane):

zi < z j

• If r = behind (object i is behind object j in z-plane):

zi > z j

13The error along xi can be 500 at maximum whereas error along yi can be 400 at maximum. Nor-
malisation pushes both of these maximum errors to 1.
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• If r = same (object i and object j are in the same depth):

zi = z j

• If r = surrounds (the entirety of object j overlaps with object i):

|x j− xi| ≤ RXi× si−RX j× s j

|y j− yi| ≤ RYi× si−RYj× s j

si =−0.255× zi +0.045×|zi|+0.7

s j =−0.255× z j +0.045×|z j|+0.7

where RXi and RYi correspond to the half of the width and height of object i clip
art and si correspond to the scalier of the object i clip art size that denotes how
much smaller object i is if it is placed at depth zi

14.

• If r = on (more than 50% of the pixels of object i overlap with object j):

RX j× s j−RXi× si < |x j− xi| ≤ RX j× s j

RYj× s j−RYi× si < |y j− yi| ≤ RYj× s j

which is an approximation specifying that the distances between two objects x
and y positions must be smaller than object j half width and half height, and it
might happen that less than 50% of the i object overlap with object j. However,
to ensure that it is always more than 50% covered a non linear constraint would
be required that couples both x and y variables. We realise that this problem is
not crucial and it does not have any effect on the quality of generated images. si
and s j are calculated as before.

• If r = above (object i is above object j and the angle between these two objects
is between 225◦ and 315◦):

y j ≥ x j + yi− xi

y j ≥−x j + yi + xi

y j > yi +RYi× si

y j > yi +RYj× s j

where si and s j are calculated as before.

• If r = below (object i is below object j and the angle between these two objects
is between 45◦ and 135◦):

y j ≤ x j + yi− xi

y j ≤−x j + yi + xi

y j < yi−RYi× si

y j < yi−RYj× s j

where si and s j are calculated as before.

14Note that zi ∈ {−1,0,1} and the actual corresponding scalier si ∈ {1,0.7,0.49}.
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• If r = opposite (distance between object i and object j is bigger than 360px and
the angle between these two objects is between 315◦ and 45◦ or between 135◦

and 225◦):
y j > yi−|x j− xi|

y j < yi + |x j− xi|

|x j− xi|> 360

• If r = near (distance between object i and object j is smaller or equal than 360px
but bigger than 180px and the angle between these two objects is between 315◦

and 45◦ or between 135◦ and 225◦):

y j > yi−|x j− xi|

y j < yi + |x j− xi|

180 < |x j− xi| ≤ 360

• If r = close (distance between object i and object j is smaller or equal than 180px
and the angle between these two objects is between 315◦ and 45◦ or between
135◦ and 225◦):

y j > yi−|x j− xi|

y j < yi + |x j− xi|

RXi× si ≤ |x j− xi| ≤ 180

RX j× s j ≤ |x j− xi|

where si and s j are calculated as before.

• If r ∈ {oppositef, nearf, closef} (object i is facing object j) then we additionally
to the corresponding relation above include:

di−1≤ 0.002× (xi− x j)≤ di

where di is object i direction variable di ∈ {0,1} and xi− x j is normalized to lie
between {−1,1}.

Note that if all of these constraints which are acquired from the visual sentences were
included into MILP as actual constraints, the likelihood of infeasibility in this prob-
lem would increase. There is no doubt that visual sentences translated from linguistic
descriptions by phrase-based SMT model are not perfect. Moreover, there might be
contradictory linguistic descriptions provided in the first place. Either way, there is a
chance that contradictory visual tuples are given as input to MILP and if these depen-
dencies were treated as hard constrains no solution would be found for such cases.

Consequently, we make a decision to relax all main constraints, i.e move them into the
objective by defining function gr(Θi,Θ j) for each visual relation r as

gr(Θi,Θ j) = ∑
c∈Cr

gc(Θi,Θ j)
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where Cr is the set of all constraints for relation r as defined before and gc(Θi,Θ j) is
the relaxed constraint c. The constraint c relaxation is applied using a simple rule:

gc(Θi,Θ j)=


|w(Θi,Θ j)| if c is an equality constraint c ⇐⇒ w(Θi,Θ j) = 0
|w(Θi,Θ j)+bk

c| if c is an inequality constraint c ⇐⇒ w(Θi,Θ j)≤ 0
|w(Θi,Θ j)−bk

c| if c is an inequality constraint c ⇐⇒ w(Θi,Θ j)≥ 0

where bk
c ≥ 0 is the new non negative variable and k is the id of the visual tuple15.

As an example, consider relations same and above. Their corresponding functions
gsame(Θi,Θ j) and gabove(Θi,Θ j) are defined as

gsame(Θi,Θ j) = gsame(zi,z j) = |zi− z j|

gabove(Θi,Θ j) = gabove(xi,yi,x j,y j) = |y j− x j− yi + xi−bk
1|+ |y j + x j− yi− xi−bk

2|+
|y j− yi−RYi× si−bk

3|+ |y j− yi−RYj× s j−bk
4|

bk
1 ≥ 0, bk

2 ≥ 0, bk
3 > 0, bk

4 > 0

where both si and s j are defined as before and are not relaxed, since they define the
strict relation between clip art depths and their actual scales. Other relations are relaxed
in a similar way.

Finally, hrz(Θi,Θ j) function for each z-plane relation is introduced. Recall that the
objective of hrz is to place two clip arts to their prior belief relative position. Note
that this is done only for clip art pairs for which there is a strong correlation between
their positions i.e. there exists at least one prior belief relative position parameter (as
defined in Section 3.2.2) corresponding to the z-relation between the clip arts.

Each hrz(Θi,Θ j) function is a relaxation of the constraints which define the distances
between two clip art coordinates xi−x j and yi−y j to be equal to the prior belief relative
positions (distances) ±RX

zi,z j
and RY

zi,z j
16 respectively, and constraint defining that both

clip arts i and j should face the same direction, precisely di = d j
17.

In full, prior belief relative positions constraints for hsame(Θi,Θ j) are

xi− x j =−RX
zi,z j
× si +2×di× si×RX

zi,z j
≈−0.73×RX

zi,z j
+1.46×RX

zi,z j
×di

yi− y j = RY
zi,z j
× si

15New variables are marked with both constraint identifier and the visual tuple ID to make sure that
they are unique.

16Note that prior belief relative x positions can be either negative or positive depending on the facing
variable di. Prior belief relative x position parameters are calculated as the clip arts are facing left di = 1.
Therefore, if clip arts are facing other direction when the prior belief relative x position parameter should
be swapped as well.

17The assumption is made that if two clip arts are correlated in their corresponding positions then
they should face the same direction. This is mainly for complexity reasons and it does not affect any
critical situations.
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di = d j

Recall that these constraints are added when depth variables of both clip arts i and j
are the same zi = z j (as it is specified by the relation same). Therefore, these constrains
were defined to be valid only for the set ups where zi = z j. Note that the first constraint
is not linear as di× si is present. We use linear regression to approximate this expres-
sion as linear function and the resulting approximate constraint is shown above. Note
that this approximation ignores clip art scalier, thus slight error in the resulting prior
belief relative position will be present for clip art depth zi =−1 and zi = 1. Similarly,
the constraints for the hinfront(Θi,Θ j) can be defined as:

xi− x j = di× (RX
−1,1 +RX

−1,0× si)−|di− z j|(RX
−1,1−RX

−1,0× si)−RX
−1,0× si

≈ di× (RX
−1,1 +0.85×RX

−1,0)+ |di− z j|(0.85×RX
−1,0−×RX

−1,1)−0.85×RX
−1,0

yi− y j = zi(RY
0,1×0.7−RY

0,2)+ z j(RY
0,2−RY

0,1)+1.7×RY
0,1−RY

0,2

di = d j

Note that because these constrains are defined for all the following depth (zi,z j) value
combinations, (−1,0), (0,1), (−1,1), they are even more complicated. Due to the non
linearity in di× si and |di− z j|× si terms, the constraint is approximated in the similar
way as before.

All constraints for prior belief relative positions are relaxed into hrz(Θi,Θ j) function
identically as it was done for main constraints. Note that hbehind(Θi,Θ j)= hinfront(Θ j,Θi).

Note that prior belief relative position parameters might be missing if there was not
enough support in defining them in the training data. In those cases, the constraints
above are ignored if all required parameters are missing. If at least one of them is
present then the others are set to a very large constant, so that the depth values zi,z j
defined by the existing parameters RX

zi,z j
or RY

zi,z j
are hugely preferred. We also addi-

tionally define a prior belief relative position parameter back-off function which, in
case some parameter for clip art pair is missing, checks if such parameter exists for
other similar clip art pair and use that as an alternative parameter option. For example,
we would expect the prior belief parameters to be similar for football and basketball
balls or for pink glasses and sunglasses. Similar clip art pairs are defined manually.

Not all of the constraints are fully linear yet. Many of them include absolute values,
however they can be removed and the basic concepts for this procedure are provided in
Appendix A. Absolute values are removed using this methodology before relaxing the
constraints. Finally, the constraint importance parameters α and β were not broadly
investigated. We used α = 1, and β = 0.01 (for y-position prior belief relative position
constraints) and β = 0.008 (for x-position prior belief relative position constraints).
We prioritized main constraints provided by visual sentences as the most important.
Prior belief relative position constraints were prioritized over prior belief position con-
straints. Intuitively, if two clip arts are needed to appear at some specific co-position,
then most likely position for both of these clip arts is less important. Experimentation
with constraint importance is part of the future work.



Chapter 4

Experiments and Results

The variability of coherent and accurate images is very high. Humans tend to visually
imagine the same description differently, since there are many different image set ups
which represent the meaning of the linguistic sentence equally well. Recall the situa-
tion where ten different people were asked to generate a scene for a single description
as shown in Figure 1.1. It is easy to note that all of the images describe the same situa-
tion, however, they are all different in a sense that different additional objects are used
to make an image more elaborated and clip arts are all placed in different positions in
the scenes.

The level of variability in the scenes make the evaluation task challenging. There
is no automatic metric available which would be capable of measuring how good the
image is with respect to the given linguistic descriptions. However, we adapt the visual
paraphrasing dataset created and implemented by Lin and Parikh (2015) to achieve a
reliable metric for evaluating such task. Visual Paraphrasing dataset is presented in
detail in Section 4.1. The performance of our model as evaluated by using Visual
Paraphrasing task is presented in Section 4.2 which also compares the model with
other baseline approaches.

To help interpret automatic evaluation scores the qualitative tests are performed in
Section 4.3. These tests are done manually by exploring the nature of the images
generated by different models.

4.1 Visual Paraphrasing as an Evaluation Metric

The Visual Paraphrasing (VP) task is to decide whether two linguistic descriptions are
describing the same situation or two different ones. The expected answer to such task
is a True\False decision. Lin and Parikh (2015) argue that if it were possible to first
imagine the scene behind the text and then, in addition to reasoning about text using
textual common sense, reason about the generated scenes using visual common sense,
then it should help to increase the performance of the current VP models.

Therefore, Lin and Parikh (2015) experiment with this idea by creating the VP dataset

35
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using the Abstract Scenes Dataset. Recall that each scene in the Abstract Scenes
Dataset is described by two people using 2 to 6 short sentences each. Lin and Parikh
(2015) use the image generation method Full-CRF proposed by Zitnick et al. (2013)
to imagine a scene for each of the two set of descriptions. As a result, two scenes
are generated for each of the 10,020 ground truth scenes with respect to the two sets
of corresponding descriptions. These scenes are now added into the VP dataset as
positive pairs (for each pair, since they correspond to the same ground scene the VP
model would be expected to realise that both scenes represent the same situation).
Additionally, 2 × 10,020 pairs are randomly sampled as negatives (two scenes which
correspond to a different situation). Thus, there are 30,060 questions added in to the
VP dataset in total.

The model for solving VP task is trained on the 24,000 of these questions and remain-
ing 6,060 are left for testing. 2,020 of these are positive pairs. Briefly, the model
en-corporates joint textual and visual features to classify two given sets of descriptions
as describing the same situation or not. Weighted sum of features contribute to the
scoring function Ω(Ii,Si) which measures the plausibility of the given textual descrip-
tion Si and the corresponding generated scene Ii as

Ω(Ii,Si) = Φ(Si)+Φ(Ii)+Ψ(Ii,Si)

where term Φ(Si) captures textual common sense, Φ(Ii) captures visual common sense
and Ψ(Ii,Si) captures how consistent the imagined scene is to the corresponding lin-
guistic description. Lin and Parikh (2015) give a detailed explanation of each of these
potentials. Features for learning a binary Support Vector Machine (SVM) classifier
are acquired by pairing the generated scenes with the other description i.e. computing
Ω(Ii1,Si2) and Ω(Ii2,Si1)

1. Trained SVM model can be used to determine whether the
input pair of descriptions with the associated imagined scenes are describing the same
situation or not. Lin and Parikh (2015) confirm that VP task performance increased
from 94.15% (for model that only consider textual descriptions) up to 95.55% (for
model that additionally imagines a scene and uses visual features).

The VP model by Lin and Parikh (2015) can now be applied as an evaluation metric
for our task. Specifically, we train the VP model in the exact same way as described
above except the scoring function has only the visual common sense factor remaining
in it:

Ω(Ii,Si) = Φ(Ii)

We re-define the model which solves the original VP task2 into the model which solves
the task of deciding whether two images are similar3 on their own. Neither textual
common sense nor image-text consistency is needed as we do not want the decision

1Generated scene Ii1 for description Si1 is paired with description Si2 that corresponds to the other
set of descriptions for the same ground truth scene. Similarly, scene Ii2 is paired with description Si1.

2Recall that original VP task goal is to decide whether two linguistic descriptions are describing the
same situation.

3i.e.describe the same situation in the scene.
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↓ ↓
Jenny is mad.

Jenny fell off the slide.
Mike is wearing a rainbow hat.

Mike is wearing a silly hat.
Jenny fell off the slide.

Mike is trying to make Jenny feel better.

↓ ↓

Same situation?←−−−−−−−→
Answer: Yes

Figure 4.1: Visual Paraphrasing (VP) based testing procedure of the two scenes gen-
erated for a two sets of descriptions. Two sets of descriptions for a ground truth scene
(scenes on top of the figure) are kept separately and novel scene is generated for each
set of sentences. Trained VP model is applied to find out whether two scenes do indeed
represent the same situation.

to be influenced by the given descriptions. We use this trained VP model to evaluate
scenes generated using our method and other baselines by checking whether two gen-
erated scenes do indeed represent the same situation or not. Testing is done similarly as
before except scenes are imagined using the method to be evaluated. By applying the
same procedure for all test scenes the number of correctly identified similar\dissimilar
scene pairs can be treated as a success factor for image generation model. Figure 4.1
illustrates the testing procedure of two scenes generated for the two sets of descriptions
for a single ground truth scene.

Note that other models (phrase-based SMT and MILP) considered throughout this re-
port were trained on the training data that does not consist any of the test scenes re-
quired for the VP evaluation. In other words, all scenes used for testing by Lin and
Parikh (2015) were assured to be in the testing sets of all the other models.
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Linguistic general form VP score
Main dependencies (lemmas) 41.07
Updated 42.41
Updated + combinations 42.79
Updated + singleton 40.96

Table 4.1: Comparison of different phrase-based SMT models used in terms of the gen-
erated image’s quality. MILP solved using phrase-based SMT model from Section 3.1.1
and three improved models described in Section 3.1.2. Models evaluated using Visual
Paraphrasing (VP) task (Section 4.1). Results suggest that Updated + combinations
model is the best for generating images, however it is not significantly better than other
alternatives.

4.2 Automatic Evaluation

In this section, models introduced in this report are evaluated and compared using
automatic evaluation metric defined in Section 4.1. Visual Paraphrasing task is applied
to measure how well two images generated correspond to the same scene. Training
and testing sets are as specified in Section 4.1. Three main evaluation comparisons are
performed.

Recall the results for different phrase-based SMT models in terms of F1 scores in
Table 3.2. It is difficult to distinguish which phrase-based SMT model is the best.
Note, however, that the ultimate task is not to have a good working translator from
descriptions to visual sentences, but to generate coherent images. Thus, MILP defined
in Section 3.2 is solved using different phrase-based SMT models, and the resulting
generated images are compared to provide a better understanding of which phrase-
based SMT model is the best. Table 4.1 summarises the results. Updated + com-
binations model is shown to perform a little better than the other, thus we will use
this phrase-based SMT model for the final comparison with other baselines described
in Section 4.1. Human based performance analysis is additionally performed in Sec-
tion 4.3 to support the results.

Next, the comparison of the MILP with different sets of constraints is executed to
support the ideas in Section 3.2.3. The results are presented in Table 4.2. The results do
not provide any useful insight as the Visual Paraphrasing task is too weak to distinguish
between models with different sets of constraint in their MILP definitions. This is
mainly because constraint removal does not make two scenes less or more similar to
each other. For example, if prior belief positions are not considered, both images will
have most of their clip arts placed in the upper top corner. Clearly, such set up would
not be considered as a coherent image by human, however VP task only checks if
two images are similar which is likely to be the case since clip arts in both images
are placed in one specific corner. Consequently, human based performance analysis
is performed in Section 4.3 to provide an intuition why some particular constraints in
Section 3.2.3 are important for coherent image generation.

Finally, the Full-MILP which uses Updated + combinations model for translating de-
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Model VP score
MILP- f -g-only 42.74
MILP-g-h-only 42.58
MILP- f -h-only 43.13
Full-MILP 42.79
MILP-except-above-below 42.71
MILP-except-on-surrounds 42.87
MILP-except-close-near-opposite 42.84
MILP-except-same-infront-behind 42.83

Table 4.2: Comparison of MILP with different sets of constraints. f , g, h correspond
to prior belief position, main, and prior belief relative position constraints respectively.
Thus, models with the subset of these constraints do not consider the remaining ones.
Similarly, models which include except do not consider subset of defined relations. Full-
MILP defines the MILP model which considers all constraints specified in Section 3.2.3.
The scores suggest that Visual Paraphrasing task is too weak to compare MILP’s with
different sets of constraints and that the human based performance analysis is needed
to differentiate between them.

scriptions into visual sentences and full MILP definition to resolve clip art positions in
the image is compared with other baseline models including:

GT ground truth baseline uses the original scenes for which the same linguistic
descriptions were created by Mechanical Turk workers. Since all of these
scenes match the sentences well, the best we can expect from any other
approach is to tie with the ground truth.

BoW the bag-of-words baseline selects the most similar scene as output from the
training dataset based on the bag-of-words representation for the input de-
scription. Description similarity is calculated using tf-idf score, so that
matched infrequent words are more important. Using this representation,
the scene which description is the most similar for the given sentence is re-
trieved from the training dataset. Note that scenes themselves were not used
as a selection criteria.

Random a random scene is picked from the training dataset as an output for the input
description.

Full-CRF model built by Zitnick et al. (2013) using the same Abstract Scenes Dataset.
In brief, scenes are generated by setting up a Conditional Random Field
(CRF) model (Lafferty et al., 2001) where each node corresponds to an ob-
ject, and edges correspond to their relations. Potentials of the CRF model
absolute and relative positions, occurrence and co-occurrence, and attributes
of the objects. Potentials are determined using tuples extracted from the
training set descriptions and visual features trivially identified from the
scenes. Novel scene is then generated by sampling 30,000 potential scene
set ups from the CRF and selecting the most probable one. Details can be
found in Zitnick et al. (2013). Note that this model is the only baseline
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Model Novel VP score
Random No 33.40
BoW No 34.80
Full-MILP Yes 42.79
Full-CRF Yes 43.36
GT - 78.84

Table 4.3: Comparison of Full-MILP model with other baselines introduced in Sec-
tion 4.1. Our model significantly outperforms both Random and BoW models, however,
it generates slightly worse images compared to Full-CRF model (Zitnick et al., 2013)
according to VP task. Note that ground truth GT images were given the score of only
78.84% which shows how difficult it is to distinguish if two different scenes are repre-
senting similar situation.

which generates novel scenes.

Note that because all compared models provide4 a coherent image the VP task is a
reliable way to evaluate the performance. The results are summarised in Table 4.3.
Full-MILP model significantly outperforms both Random and BoW models, however it
is not considered any better than Full-CRF model by Zitnick et al. (2013). Considering
that VP task model is trained on images generated by Full-CRF model, i.e. Full-
CRF is treated as a reliable method, it might be the case that our Full-MILP model is
bounded by the performance of Full-CRF. Thus, human based performance analysis is
additionally performed to review the performance of Full-MILP and other baselines,
including Full-CRF.

4.3 Human Based Performance Analysis

It was noticed, in the previous section, that Visual Paraphrasing task is not always
a fully reliable way to evaluate the quality of generated images. Therefore, human
based performance analysis for all automatically executed comparisons is additionally
completed to provide a full insight into the quality of the images.

First, the differences between the influence of phrase-based SMT models (Table 4.1)
for the generated images are reviewed in Section 4.3.1.

Next, MILP definition is analysed by comparing the images generated using the sub-
sets of MILP constraints. Concretely, models in Table 4.2 are explored by manually
investigating the images. This step is presented in Section 4.3.2.

Finally, our full MILP model is compared with other baselines by exploring the nature
of images generated by each of the models. This is presented in Section 4.3.3.

4Not all baselines generate a novel image. Some just retrieve one from the training dataset.
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4.3.1 Phrase-based SMT Performance

In this section different phrase-based SMT models performance is analysed. Figure 4.2
presents multiple examples of the given sets of descriptions and the corresponding
generated images for each model.

None of the models work either well or poorly in all the situations, however, there
are trends which are easy to spot. Main dependencies (lemmas) model fails to capture
most of the relations, therefore the generated images do not have a full information
covered from the given descriptions. On the other hand, Updated + singleton model
picks most of the objects in the given descriptions, however it does not always manages
to capture relations between objects (as it considers many singletons) which results in
clip arts being placed in prior belief positions. Finally, both Updated and Updated
+ combinations models perform similarly, however, because the latter captures the
relations better (second and third examples) the Updated + combinations model is
slightly preferred by both human and automatic evaluation.

In conclusion, all four phrase-based SMT models do indeed perform similarly with
each model being better than the others in some specific situations. Most of the errors
occur by using all four models, however, because Main dependencies (lemmas) model
fails to pick most of the objects and relations in the descriptions whereas Updated
+ singleton model captures too many singleton dependencies other two model are
preferred. Hence, Updated + combinations model is considered as the best model
and is used for comparison with other image generation baselines.

4.3.2 MILP Analysis

In this section, MILP definition is analysed by comparing images generated by the
fully defined MILP and number of MILPs which only have a subset of constraints
introduced in Section 3.2.3. The aim of such analysis is to support the design decisions
made.

First, the importance of each class of constraints is illustrated in Figure 4.3. Here, im-
ages are generated for the multiple example descriptions using the full MILP definition
and three MILP definitions which are each missing one class of constraints f , g, or h
respectively. Recall that f , g, and h correspond to prior belief position, main, and prior
belief relative position constraints.

As can be seen from the example images, all of the constraint classes are important.
Without prior belief position constraints f all clip arts are positioned in the left top
corner of the image. Even though the main (from visual tuples) constraints are satisfied
in this case, the images could not be considered as meaningful and coherent as it would
be hard to understand what was happening in the scenes. Additionally, items which
should be standing on the ground are instead flying in the sky which is not as expected.
Note that this behaviour of MILP is due to the fact that once constraints are satisfied
when the lowest value feasible solution is retrieved. Left top corner of the image is the
point where both x and y coordinates are 0. Therefore, since the main constraints do
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not have any absolute position constraints5, MILP has no incentive to move any further
from the left top corner.

If, on the other hand, main g constraints are completely removed, but the objects found
in the visual sentences are still considered6, then all clip arts are just positioned in their
prior belief positions. Examples provided in Figure 4.3 illustrated multiple instances of
this situation. Even though all the clip arts which are needed to be placed are present,
their most likely to occur positions are not good enough to represent the relations in
the linguistic descriptions.

Finally, prior belief relative position h constraints are also very important, however,
their influence is not as clear as of other constraint classes. Consider the example de-
scriptions in Figure 4.3 where the object pair mentioned has a constant similar relation.
These include object pairs (Mike, cap star), (Mike, hat), and (Mike, Frisbee). Note that
for all of these object pairs the Full-MILP model managed to correctly put the corre-
sponding hat clip art on top of boy’s head and similarly position Frisbee in his hands
(as required by the description). This effect is taken care of by prior belief relative
position constraints, and without them none of these clip art pairs would have been
correctly positioned (see corresponding MILP-except-h model examples).

Therefore, we have shown that all constraint classes are very important in the image
generation task. Next, we analyse the importance of different relations (Table 2.1)
within main g constraints. In all further experiments, both g and h constraints are
considered when generating images unless stated otherwise.

Figure 4.4 presents the visual tuples (translated by phrase-based SMT model) for the
same example description sets as Figure 4.4 but the corresponding images are gener-
ated using different subsets of constraints. More precisely, the importance of different
classes of relations (above-below, close-near-opposite, on-surrounds, same-infront-
behind) is investigated by generating images using MILP which excludes one of these
class constraints.

First, consider relations above and below. They are responsible for capturing clip art
pairs where one clip art must be placed above or below the other. There are multiple
clip art pairs (for example (Mike, hat ⇐⇒ hb0.0s.png, c.0s.png), (Mike, table ⇐⇒
hb0.25s.png, p.9s.png)) in the corresponding examples that hold one of these relations.
Note that Full-MILP model in Figure 4.3 managed to position hat on boy’s head and
boy sitting on the table in the corresponding situations. However, if we now look at the
MILP-except-above-below output we can see that boy is no longer sitting on the table.
It shows the task of above and below relations. Note that in the third example the hat
is still on the boy’s head even though above and below relations were removed. This
is because of h constraints applied.

Next, consider relations close, near, and opposite7. These relations are one of the most
often appearing, thus their effect and importance is obvious in the example images.

5Visual dependencies represent relations between pairs of clip arts. These, however, do not specify
anything about the absolute position of any of the clip arts.

6Otherwise images would be empty.
7Note that closef, nearf and oppositef are also included in this class.
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The relation on and surrounds, on the other hand, are less often appearing, although
still important. Consider the last example in Figure 4.4. Both hamburger and a pie, and
table are coupled with on relation. Once this relation is removed from consideration
a hamburger and a pie are no longer placed on the table but instead moved into their
prior belief positions that happened to be close to the table.

Finally, one of the z relations same, infront or behind are always present in the com-
bined8 visual tuples, therefore each example for MILP-except-same-infront-behind
model in Figure 4.4 illustrates the effect of not having these relations. Note that h
constraints are introduced for each z relation and since there are none in this situation
the h constraints are also not present. The effect of z relations is easy to be seen from
the examples. Without them depth relations are ignored which decreases the quality
of the generated images. For example, the size of boy and hat clip arts are no longer
consistent (they should be at the same depth in order for the hat to be of proportional
size to fit on boy’s head), similarly sizes of a pie and hamburger are disproportional to
the size of the boy clip art (both are unrealistically big compared to the child). Thus, z
relation constraints are important in coherent image generation task.

In this section, the significance of each of the proposed constraints in Section 3.2.3
were illustrated by examining multiple different generated images. We showed that all
of the constraints provided are important in different various situations and the quality
of the images are better with all of them applied.

4.3.3 Baseline Comparison

In this section the Full-MILP model which uses Updated + combinations phrase-based
SMT model to translate given linguistic description to visual sentences and full MILP
definition to resolve the variable values for all clip arts in visual sentences is compared
with other baseline models. As evaluated automatically, Full-MILP model significantly
outperformed both Random and BoW models, however, it had a very similar score
as Full-CRF model (Zitnick et al., 2013). Therefore, this section aims to evaluate
these models using human judgements. We do not manually analyse Random method
outputs as they are believed to be poorly matching the given descriptions9.

Figure 4.5 presents multiple example descriptions and the corresponding generated
coherent images by Full-MILP and Full-CRF models. Ground truth GT scenes are
added for reference. Images retrieved using bag-of-words model are included for com-
parison. Even though the images generated by both Full-MILP and Full-CRF models
are consistent with the given descriptions and ground truth image, they are still quite
different confirming the fact that there are multiple imaginations for the same set of
sentences. Couple of trends were spotted by reviewing the images generated by both
methods. First, Full-MILP model does not add clip arts that did not appear in the given

8Not singleton visual tuples are called combined i.e. relation between two clip arts.
9Abstract Scenes Dataset includes more than 10,000 various scenes each of which represents a dif-

ferent situation. It is unlikely that randomly retrieved image will visually describe the given linguistic
sentences in any sensible way.
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sentences10, whereas Full-CRF model does sample additional clip arts to generate im-
ages which better fit the nature of Abstract Scenes Dataset.11 Such design decision
makes Full-MILP images less crowded, sometimes unspecific, however, it makes sure
that given descriptions are visually illustrated. Full-CRF images, on the other hand,
also visually represent the linguistic sentences well, however, it contains more clip arts
to show a bigger picture. We argue that both methods are acceptable, since they both
do the required job well, and it is the matter of need (full imagined scene or specifically
illustrated descriptions) of future applications to select the appropriate method.

Another trend recognised in Full-CRF images is the prioritisation of larger scale of clip
arts (or, in other words, smaller depth value) whereas Full-MILP model does not yet
consider that. Even if images generated by Full-MILP model are coherent with given
descriptions, they usually look empty just because the clip arts are of the smaller scale.
Making them bigger would produce the illusion of better filled space in the image and
hopefully more acceptable images for human eye. Such experimentation is part of our
future work.

Not all of the images generated by Full-MILP and Full-CRF models are fully coherent.
There is also a number of bad examples and some of these are shown in Figure 4.6.
The main problems identified in the Full-MILP model are missing information about
a specific linguistic sentence (or pair of objects) and an incorrect child’s pose or facial
expression. Both of these main problems arise from the phrase-based SMT model fail-
ures and/or finding the suitable child representing clip art. Note that if phrase-based
SMT model fails to translate the given description, then all the information from that
sentence is going to be missing in the imagined scene. This usually happens with a
little bit more complicated and unique linguistic descriptions such as The duck want
to get Mike’s hot dog or Jenny is doing a rain dance. Having an even larger dataset
could solve such problem. Otherwise, other methods should be considered to reliably
translate linguistic descriptions into visual sentences as part of the future work. As
mentioned, another noticeable problem is the incorrect child’s pose or facial expres-
sion. Even though phrase-based SMT is mostly responsible for that, the child’s pose
and facial expression selection procedure could be further improved to also use rela-
tions with other clip arts to better decide in what pose the child is and what is his/her
expression. Other problem is easily recognised for sentences which include conjunc-
tion between objects ( for example Mike and Jenny). Note that current Updated +
combinations phrase-based SMT model does not consider conj dependencies between
words as the ones holding information about predicate objects. Thus, by design, all in-
stances with conjugative objects will be missed. It is part of our future work to include
conj dependencies into consideration.

On the other hand, problems in Full-CRF model are not exactly the same. There is
lower number of missing clip arts in the Full-CRF scenes as more clip arts are included
in the images in general. However, some of them are still missing and can be seen in
Figures 4.6 and 4.7. Another problem with Full-CRF model is inability to reliably
position clip arts which have a correlated relative position in the training data. Prior

10All clip arts were selected from visual sentences only, as described in Section 3.2.1.
11Recall that each image in the Abstract Scenes Dataset consists of at least 6 clip arts.
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belief relative position constraints h solved this problem in Full-MILP method better
than the approach by Full-CRF.

There are also multiple examples where images generated by Full-MILP are better
than by Full-CRF (Figure 4.7) and vice-versa (Figure 4.8). The problems in both sets
of examples are similar to the ones described before.

It might look odd that the third Full-MILP example in Figure 4.7 is considered cor-
rect even with the owl not quite positioned in the tree. Recall that MILP consider the
bounding box of the clip arts when positioning them with respect to either on or sur-
rounds relations. This was a simplification over the fact that dealing with bounding
boxes is easier than mathematically defining the complete shape of the object bound-
aries within the clip art. Therefore, in the example above, an owl does indeed lie in the
bounding box of the tree. As part of the future work more precise techniques would be
considered.12

During the baseline model comparison, BoW model has not yet been reviewed. By
looking at the examples in Figures 4.5, 4.6, 4.7, and 4.8 it is easy to convince the human
judge that images retrieved using bag-of-words do not imagine the given descriptions
well. Even if most of the relations in the descriptions are also present in the scenes,
then it is most likely that the objects are mixed up. Consider a single example from
the Figure 4.5, fourth description. Note that both relations holding a baseball bat
and wearing sunglasses are present in the scene, however, the subjects are incorrect.
BoW model is obsessed about finding the largest number of matching keywords in the
descriptions, however, it does not mean that the relations between objects are consistent
and that is there the BoW model fails to compete with both Full-MILP and Full-CRF.

In this section the Full-MILP model was analysed in more depth and compared with
other baselines. It was straightforward to see that our developed model outperforms
Random and BoW models, however, a detailed analysis was done to compare it with
Full-CRF model proposed by Zitnick et al. (2013). We have shown that each model
has its own advantages and disadvantages.

12Such as learning prior belief relative positions for pair of objects which are coupled with relation on
or surrounds and using that to position clip art (for example, an owl) on the most likely on\surrounds
position of the other clip art (for example, a tree).
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Chapter 5

Conclusions

This report described a project done with the main goal to generate clip art images,
coherent with textual descriptions given. The Abstract Scenes Dataset (Zitnick and
Parikh, 2013) containing simplistic clip art images with a set of high quality visual
features and corresponding human annotated descriptions played a crucial role in the
project. It allowed us to focus on the core problem of the semantic scene understand-
ing, while avoiding problems arising from the image feature extraction techniques and
simplifying the task, so that instead of drawing the image it is rendered by conveniently
specifying clip arts and their variable values.

In this chapter, the final comments are made to summarise the main contributions of
the project in Section 5.1, and give the final remarks as well as possible further research
in Section 5.2.

5.1 Summary of Contributions

To summarise the main contributions of this project, they are outlined as follows.

First, the two step methodology was defined to generate novel images from the given
linguistic descriptions. The first step aimed to translate textual descriptions into visual
sentences using phrase-based Statistical Machine Translation model proposed by Ortiz
et al. (2015). Multiple modifications and improvements were made to the structure and
creation of the parallel corpus needed to train this model to increase the phrase-based
SMT model performance. These improvements were outlined in Section 3.1.

Most of the work was then devoted to the second step of the methodology which had
a goal of identifying the clip arts which have to be placed in the resulting image, and
defining Mixed Integer Linear Program, the solution of which would provide all the
information needed to render the clip art image. This information included positions
x and y, depth z and facing direction d variable values for each clip art which was
selected to be included in the image. MILP was set in such a way that relations between
clip arts, as defined by visual sentences, are satisfied. Additionally, prior belief clip
art positions and prior belief relative positions for clip art pairs were learned from
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the training dataset and included into MILP definition to improve the quality of the
resulting images. Design of the second step of the methodology was presented in
Section 3.2.

The experimentation was then performed to find the final model set up as a combination
of the best phrase-based SMT and MILP models. This final model was compared
with other three baselines, strong novel approach by Zitnick et al. (2013) and two
straightforward image retrieval methods, using automatic evaluation and human based
performance analysis. The application of the Visual Paraphrasing task was proposed
as a reliable metric for evaluating clip art images. The experimentation and evaluation
were described in detail in Chapter 4.

Our model has proved to significantly outperform both image retrieval methods and be
competitive with the novel Zitnick et al. (2013) approach.

5.2 Final Remarks

Even though the model proposed in this report was competitive with a strong novel
approach by Zitnick et al. (2013), there are multiple areas which could be improved or
further experimented with.

First, the phrase-based Statistical Machine Translation model could be further im-
proved by including even more predicate objects into the parallel corpus. Note that
problems were spotted due to the missing conj dependency in the consideration of
predicate objects as pointed out in Section 4.3.3. Another major problem with the
phrase-based SMT model were empty translations. There were textual description in-
stances which were translated into an empty visual sentences due to which all informa-
tion covered by textual sentence was missing. It would be desired to avoid such cases
by performing additional search in the given descriptions if no output was produced by
the SMT model.

Multiple additional improvements could be considered in the second part of the image
generation methodology, more specifically, MILP definition. Note that no constraint
importance experiments were performed due the course of the project. This is a com-
plicated task, however, it might help to increase the quality for images generated from
contradictory visual sentences. Other issues which were already mentioned in the re-
port include prioritising the image set ups where clip arts are in the closer depth to
make a more coherent image, and considering prior belief relative positions for on and
surrounds relations, so that the problem with an owl in the third example image of the
Full-MILP model in Figure 4.7 is removed.

Note that, since Mixed Integer Linear Programming approach was selected for the sec-
ond step of the methodology, there were some problems converting the constraints into
the linear equations. Linear Programming is not the only approach which could have
been used here. Quadratic Programming, on the other hand, could have easily handled
the constraints which we had to approximate. However, due to more complex defini-
tion, the amount of time needed to find the solution could increase significantly, which
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in this case merely took seconds. Regardless, it would be beneficial to experiment
with different models to either prove that linear models are the best or find some better
approach.

In this section, multiple suggestions for the future work were given considering the
findings during the course of the project. The area of semantic scene understanding
and image generation is still not widely researched, thus many possible further research
paths exist.





Appendix A

Absolute Value Removal

In some cases constraint and objective functions include absolute value over the set of
parameters. This chapter gives an intuition on how they can be translated into purely
linear functions and equations.

To begin with, problem including absolute value function within the objective function
of the form

minimize
x

| f (x)|+g(x)

is translated into the following problem

minimize
x

f A +g(x)

subject to − f A ≤ f (x)≤ f A

f A ≥ 0

where f A is a new positive variable. Same procedure is applied for all absolute value
functions in the objective. If absolute values appear in the constraints, then the conver-
sion procedure is more complicated, since there are three different cases to it:

• Constraint of the form | f (x)|= g(x) can be translated into the linear constraints
in the straightforward way:

f (x) = g(x)

− f (x) = g(x)

• Constraint of the form | f (x)| ≤ g(x) is translated into the following linear con-
straints:

f (x)≤ g(x)

− f (x)≤ g(x)

note that for the absolute value of f (x) to be lower than some maximum value
g(x), both f (x) and − f (x) must be lower than g(x).
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• Constraint of the form | f (x)| ≥ g(x) is translated into the following linear con-
straints:

f (x)≥ g(x)−M×b

f (x)≤M× (1−b)−g(x)

where b is a new binary variable b ∈ {0,1} and M is a big constant.
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